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This document was made in memory of my baby Lucia.
I wanted something good to come out of her death, I
wanted all the other new NICU moms to feel like they
were not alone in NICU, to not feel as frightened and
clueless as I was when I first entered the NICU world. I
hope this document will help, please pass it along.
FAIR WARNING: this document contains informations
that are related to my specific experience in the NICU
of Mediclinic City Hospital.
Mediclinic City Hospital or any other hospitals in Dubai
assume no liability or responsibility for the correctness
or or quality of the information provided in this guide.
They didn’t help putting it together, didn’t provide any
thing beside the amazing job done by their medical
professionals.
This said, I want to take the opportunity here to thank
all the moms that helped me in writting this document.
And a very special thank you to you Tishia, I would not
have done any of this without you. You were here in
my darkest hours and still managed to make me laugh
with a team of gremlins coming at me. Love you girl!
And just 3 words for my amazing husband, my incredible mom, and my fabulous family:

I Love You
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Dear new NICU mom,
This is a place you likely didn’t expect to be in- sitting in the NICU,
watching your tiny baby fight for life. It’s a place you wouldn’t choose.
And if you’re like me, you had every intention and dream of holding a
healthy, plump baby on your chest shortly after delivery. Like me, you
had dreamed of leaving the hospital, baby in tow. And now, here you sit,
watching your fragile baby connected to tubes inside a plastic box.
I wish there were magical words that I could write to make this situation
better, but I know from experience that there are no words to do that.
What I can do is share an experience with you, from one NICU mom to
another, and offer some words of encouragement.
When our daughter was born at just 26 weeks gestation, we were terrified. We knew babies were born premature, but never knew they could
be born THIS early and still survive this prematurity. We had no idea what
we were facing.
You’re likely going to be bombarded with people who care about you
dearly. People who want to help you, who want to fix the situation and
take away your pain. Occasionally they’ll say things to you that will hit a
nerve. They may be under the assumption that your baby is just in the
NICU because he/she needs to grow a little more (not knowing the battle your child is in). They may demand you stop grieving and ask you to
be glad that your baby is still alive. Some may go as far as to say to you
horrible things such as, “At least you didn’t have to go to the end of your
pregnancy and be miserable” (True story.)
But the truth is, unless they have been there, unless they have walked
this line, they won’t know that your heart is broken. They won’t understand that you’d do anything, go through anything, if it meant you could
just carry your child to term and save the little angel this pain. And they
won’t understand that in an instant, your dreams have been shattered
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Sandrine Piedras - Lucia’s mom
www.nicudubai.wordpress.com

and you’re left questioning how you’ll ever pick up the pieces, glue them
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together and start again. You don’t need someone to remind you to be

Sylvia - Lars & Sophie’s mom
Tishia - Kiran & Kailesh’s mom
Lydia - Henry’s mom
Samaiya - Rania’s mom

thankful-- you are. It will take some getting used to, but often times you’ll
juggle being thankful for your child’s life while being scared to death for
their future. That’s okay.
You see, some of us have been there. Some of us are still there. And we
want to tell you one thing: all those feelings, those conflicting and sometimes awful feelings, they’re normal. Yep, totally normal. And no, you
don’t need to explain them to us. We get them. We’ve had them. We’re
still having them....

... Read the rest of Samaiya’s letter p. 22
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I’m a Preemie Mom
What’s your
super power?

common NICU rules
Only critically ill, premature neonatal babies
are treated in the NICU.
How long they’ll stay
in the unit depends on
the severity of their
condition.

Timings: between 8h30 to 12h30, 14h30 to 18h30 and 20h30 to 22h30.
Adjust your watch to the clock on the wall of the NICU, because this is the one they use as
a reference. Timings may vary from hospital to hospital.
The time in between is called the golden hours: the time used by the nurses and doctors
to do all the procedures they need to do and to have a break. They will play music in the
NICU and let your baby rest peacefully.
In between these times if you need to breastfeed then you can use the lactation cubicles
to express your milk. Please avoid using the room as a resting area in between these times
as other moms might need to use the rooms to express as well.

Nurses’ shift are usually between 6am to 7am, and 19h to 20h. This is a valuable time
that should not be disturbed so try not to call them during these hours because they are
doing the handover, which means passing along information from a nurse to the other.
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Talk to the moms
near you, they know
what you are going
through... They are
your best support! ”

Entering the NICU: Wash your hands

reuse it. You can also clean your cell phones

and arms up to your elbows, remove all

with the Caviwipes, the cleaning wipes pro-

jewelry, watches, rings etc before washing.

vided on the bed side of your child.

desk or to the nurse attending your baby.

Who can enter the NICU: Only parents are allowed in the NICU. In some cases

Before entering the NICU you find some

lockers in the right hand side. Lockers

Taking pictures: Do not forget to

grandparents are allowed too, depending

have been provided for parents, these are

remove the flash! Your baby’s eyes are very

on your baby’s health condition and the

located outside the NICU. The keys can be

sensitive!

duration of the stay in NICU.

and all personal belongings such as hand-

Cell phone: Minimal use of phone is

Skin care and fragrances: Many

bags, coats etc. should be left inside the

allowed (no calls are allowed inside the

people have asthma and other allergies.

locker. When you leave the NICU and col-

NICU though because it can disturb the

Please do not wear perfume, cologne, after-

lect your belongings from the locker, the

readings of the monitors). My advice is to

shave, scented hairspray or other scented

keys should be left on the locker door or

put the phone inside a transparent zip bag

products. The babies have a very weak

returned to the NICU reception.

every time you enter the NICU so that you

immune system, try to keep that in mind!

You then put on a disposable gown that

can use it safely. Plus you will only have to

you can use for the full day. If you need to

clean the bag and not the phone everytime.

obtained from the reception inside NICU

leave the NICU for coffee or else, place the

Wifi: Most hospital provide Wifi coverage,

gown near the incubator, so that you can

ask the password at theNICU reception
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The delicate
science of
keeping
preemies
alive

Source: http://www.tampabay.com/specials/2012/reports/juniper/nicu.shtml
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Welcome to

a brand new world

Y

our first night home: you
have been discharged and

Reassuring facts

you have to go back home

•

Your baby is in the most capable

for the first night without

hands, surrounded by the best equip-

your baby. You may feel

ment available. Doctors are highly

guilty and in pain because you are aban-

qualified, have access to the best

doning him/her... just focus on the fact

equipment and medications in the

that he/she is in the hands of the most

world.

NICU’s definition:
Neonatal intensive
care unit

caring and competent professionals. You
would not want to have your baby at

•

You are surrounded by positive energy and loving parents just like you,

home without their competencies right?

do not hesitate to ask them questions
The good news is that if you have any con-

too. The chances are they will be able

cerns you can always call the NICU and ask

to reassure you.

about the health and wellbeing of your
baby. If they do not answer, call again.

•

Premature babies are little miracles,
very resilient little creatures that will

First days in the NICU: The first

surprise you every day.

days and weeks can be scary. You just
delivered your baby, your hormones are

You are an important, valued member

crashing down, you are most probably in

of your baby’s health care team.

shock of having your baby before your

We encourage you to ‘partner’ with

EDD (Expected Delivery Date).

the people caring for your baby.

You may have had a C section done and
might struggle with pain. The adjustment
to expressing breast milk can be started as
soon as possible after giving birth.
All those circumstances, combined with
stress, worry and sleep deprivation will

premature infants,
known as preemies,
come into the world
earlier than full-term
babies. prematurity
occurs when a pregnancy lasts less than 37
weeks; full-term infants
are born 37 to 42 weeks
after the mother’s last
menstrual period (lmp).

make you more susceptible to emotional
reactions to seeing your little one in a very
noisy NICU.
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YOU MIGHT BE A PREEMIE MOM IF...

Even after leaving the NICU, you
can still hear the beeps of the
monitors during the still of the night.

around
your baby

All you need to know about these odd machines.

T

Incubator:

what you will
see around your
baby is what he
or she needs to stay
healthy and well

This

linens. If you want your baby to have its

other irritants. Place small items in a mesh

transparent box will act as

own linen/blanket, feel free to bring your

bag during washing and drying. Make

the mother’s womb and

own. Be sure to add a tag with your name

sure to read the garment’s care label when

regulate the environment

or your baby’s name on it or it might get

washing something for the first time.

lost.

Children’s sleepwear must be flame-resis-

he

around the baby. Premature babies have

tant. Never use bleach on flame-resistant

a very low immune system and this box
will keep them safe. Humidity and tem-

The next shift of nurses will also use it

fabrics -- it reduces the effectiveness of

perature is controlled and helps your baby

for your baby. The linen is changed every

the treatment chemicals and might ruin

regulate their temperature.

morning, the blankets will be placed in a

treated fabrics. Follow care-label instruc-

Tip: As soon as the humidity level drops to

plastic bag. You can then take these home

tions. Babies have sensitive skin so I advise

40% you might (depending on the baby’s

to be washed.

you use a baby detergent. Based on risks
for infections we also advise to put Dettol

overall condition) be really close to being
able to cuddle them, skin to skin which is

Washing advice: All of your baby’s

during the washing or soak the items to

also known as kangaroo care.

clothes should be washed before you use

be washed in Dettol before washing.

Inside an incubator your baby will usually

them. Newborns usually have sensitive

not wear clothes, but will be covered with

skin, and washing removes residues and
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Inspiratory

Mobile screens: They are placed

Personal report example

Positive Airway Pressure: It is the same

around you whenever you cuddle or feed

machine as the below mentioned CPAP

your baby and allows you to have some

which uses a set respiratory rate, senses

quiet time with your little one (and some

the infants respirations, and delivers a set

privacy).

- Date
- Corrected age
- Nurse name
- Mood of the day
- Weight gain / loss
- Total weight
- Respiratory (ex: high flow 24%)
- Stool or urine passes
- Apneas?
- Phototherapy
- Feeding (ex: 5ml every 3 hours)

SIPAP:

Synchronized

pressure during inspiration, and a different PEEP during expiration, as opposed to
NCPAP which delivers a constant pressure
regardless of inspiration or expiration.

The NICU is compartmentalized in 3 areas: HDU, NICU and
Isolation rooms. Plus the reception desk and lactation rooms.

CPAP: (continuous positive airway pressure) is a form of positive airway pressure
ventilator, which applies mild air pressure
on a continuous basis to keep the airways

NICU

continuously open in a patient who is

Doctors’ rounds: Doctors do their

unable to breathe spontaneously on his

rounds from 9am to 12h30 (please check

or her own.

with your NICU for specific timings for
your doctors’ rounds). It is a valuable time

High Flow: Humidified high flow nasal

to be present and hear the nurse report

airway respiratory support is a method

about your baby’s condition. The doctor

of delivering a high per-minute volume

assesses the baby and details the plan for

of respiratory gas via nasal cannula. The

the day. This is the time to address all your

respiratory gas is heated to near body

questions and to get the answers you are

temperature and humidified, usually to

desperately seeking.

saturation vapor pressure. As soon as the
settings are set to 21% and 1L/o2 they will

Every Sunday the nurses measure

soon remove the nasal cannula (they call it

your baby (head circumference, height

prongs in the NICU).

and weight) and mark it on a chart where

High flow is the lowest breathing help

you will be able to check the progress they

your baby can have so don’t be scared

have made over time.

when the baby has it, because it’s the last
vent machine it will be hooked on before

Coping with it all

being discharged if all goes according to

You might sometimes feel helpless and

plan. I am careful when I say this because

feel that you cannot control anything, we

those little ones can be tricky, since they

all understand the feeling. How do we

need more time than other babies they

deal with it?

might want to take 2 steps back before

• Focusing on sending positive energy to

take a step forward. If the baby needs to

your baby

go back on oxygen then know that it is still

• Focusing on pumping milk, doesn’t

a step in the right direction. They are just

sound glamorous I know but that’s the

taking their time in being able to breathe

best thing you can really do to help your

on their own. Sometimes all they really

baby. Hence drink a lot of water, nursing

need is to grow.

tea, also eat and rest when you can.
• Keeping a journal also helped some of us

TIP: Something that I always
found helpful was to call the
NICU before coming to the
hospital and get updates
about the baby’s condition.
You then have time to process the information before
you reach NICU. Remember

•  Talking to the nurse director

you need to send positive

the incubator, and can be scary when you

Want to handle your baby more?

vibes and energy to your

read what is written on it: “infant T piece

Ask the nurses to show you how to change

resuscitator”. But it is used for a lot of

the diaper, feed the baby. Do it at your

other uses other than resuscitating your

own pace, no need to rush into it. It is a

baby (such as helping the baby when

valuable time to handle your baby and

they change from a ventilation machine

feel like a mom. Plus it gets you ready for

to another).

the outside world.

Neopuff:
It’s a machine you will find always near

baby.”
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They’ll say it’s a rollercoaster ride
But they’ll leave out that you’re
being dragged from the back
by your ankles!

WARNING: In the NICU you are in

have to wear gloves, a mask and a gown

noon or even during the golden hours.

for a rollercoaster ride. Your emotions
will be subjected to intense joy one
day to major worry the next. What you
need to know is that each day is different and that your little one can as
easily have a breakthrough and then a
major setback. Never lose hope. Even
though some doctors will tell you to
prepare for any outcome, hope is the
main one.

to access the room.

Remember that on Fridays, the prayer
may delay the round even further in the

There is a separate entrance for the iso-

afternoon.

lation rooms. Due to the high risk of contamination, the rooms cannot be accessed

TIP: If you pump during golden hours,

trough NICU. anymore. You still have

instead of having to go all the way around

access to the pumping rooms. In order to

NICU to reenter it just to give your milk, we

do so, you have to exit the NICU through

advise that you just give it with your pump

the isolation exit and walk around to the

(to be sterilized) to the nurse at the NICU

main NICU entrance.

front desk, asking them to give it to the
nurses in the isolation room.

If you and your baby are moved there, just

NHDU

focus on the positive side of things: your
baby will have a private nurse dedicated

Neonatal High Dependency Unit (nick-

to their wellbeing. You will have some

named Home Delivery Unit).

quiet time because you will be alone with

This room runs in the same way as the

your baby, which can be lonely at times

main NICU area. The only difference is that

but at least you do not have to hear the

most probably your baby is now out of the

beeping of the other babies’ monitors.

incubator and in a cot getting ready to go
home. You still need to follow the same

On the down side, the babies in isolation

hygiene routine.

rooms are the last ones to be seen on
the doctors’ rounds. Because they cannot

Isolation Room

afford the risk of seeing another baby
just after the ones that are in isolation. It

Isolation rooms are for babies with infec-

means that sometimes you will only see

tions that can be contagious. You might

the doctor arrive to see your baby around
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If you are in for the long run (6 weeks and

market.

more), I would advise you to replace the

9- If you need extra help: you can also

plastic bottles with plastic bags (Medela

use Motilillium pills (you should always

In the cubicles, you will find a comfy

Breastmilk or Nuk breastmilk storage

ask directions from the doctor / lacta-

chair, and a professional Medela pumping

bags) as it saves on space.

tion consultant before using them).

Lactation cubicles

machine. Ask the nurses how to use it.
When you enter the cubicle, do not forget
to place the red tile near the door to warn
other moms that the cubicle is occupied.

You have more questions?

And when you leave it, place the green tile

• Contact a certified lactation consul-

to warn that it is free now.

tant
• Contact the lactation group in the

6

hospital

Breast milk storage rules:

If you do not have this one at home do not
worry, you can adjust your pump to it easily. Be warned that it is more powerful than

• Ask the nurses/moms around you

months in a freezer
days in the fridge
hours at room temperature

the ones that you can buy for a personal

If you pump at home we advise you to

use at home.

store your milk in the freezer and then
bring it the next day in a cooler bag with

Bring your own pump with you inside a

ice packs.

plastic box so that it can be sterilized by
the nurses right after you use it. TIP: stick

Depending on how far in the pregnancy

the label they will give you to label your

you were when you gave birth, your body

bottles of milk on top of the plastic box, it

may have some difficulties to produce as

will ease the process for the nurses.

much milk as you would like to.

If you ever forget it at home ask the nurses
to give you a disposable one that you will

So here are our tips for easing the pro-

be able to use for 24 hours.

cess of pumping milk:

Every time you leave the NICU to go back

1- Drink a lot of water or nursing tea
2- Hot showers, hot towels on the breasts

home for the night, ask for your pump

before pumping will help

back, and for the plastic bottles to store

3- Wash your breasts with water only

your milk. At the end of each day they can

before pumping

normally accommodate you with 2 to 3

4- Massage your breasts for 2/3 minutes
5- Express milk by hand or with the pump

bottles.

while massaging your breast and pressing
Everyone is different but in order to

on the hard lumps of milk you may feel on

reduce the time of pumping and maxi-

your breast

mize the cuddle time with your little one it

6- Pump breast 1 then breast 2 then go

might be a good idea also to use a double

back once more to breast 1 then breast 2.

expression kit as it halves the pumping

As explained earlier I got advised to use a

time but it takes some time to get used

double expression kit but then you need

to it. If you have difficulty expressing the

to find a way to also massage your breasts

milk, sometimes using hand expression

and that might take some time to get

might get you some more milk.

used, so I bought a pumping bra which
helped then as you have your hands free.

Very important: On the plastic bottles

7- When you are finished, massage the

or bags for the milk, always write the

nipples with the lasts drops of milk, it is

date and time when you pumped.

better than any cream you can find in the

Weird noises explained

> If you ever hear a very loud
single and long big noise
all over the NICU, there is
an emergency and the doctor needs to go right away.
Don’t worry if the doctor
leaves right in the middle
of his round. He will come
back. There might be an issue delivering a baby somewhere in the hospital.
>If you hear: “X Ray, exposure”, you will see the doctor/nurses hide behind the
walls or go far away from the
X Ray machine. The X ray do
not harm you or your baby
so don’t worry. The doctors/
nurses are subjected to so
many X Rays during their
time in NICU that they need
to try and protect themselves. So except if you are
in the NICU for more than
2 months, no need to copy
them.
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Hands on

with your baby

Little details but so important for your baby’s care.

How to be a parent

- A blood count or CBC tells them how
Your baby may not like more than one

many blood cells your baby has and

thing at a time. Your baby may not like

whether there may be an infection.

Small or sick babies do not like loud noise,

being touched and talked to at the same

- A blood culture can tell them more about

bright lights or lots of touching. When

time, and may show some of the time-out

infections in the blood.

stressed by these, they may show us “time

signs. If this happens, stop what you are

- Electrolyte tests tell them about the type

out” signs such as:

doing, and do just one thing at a time.

of fluid your baby needs.

Your baby’s nurse will help you to read

- These are the most common blood tests

your baby’s signals.

that you will see done. There are many

• Changes in heart rate or breathing
• Yawning

other tests that may be done on blood

• Hiccups

You will be able to hold your baby when

from your baby. Your baby’s doctor or

• Fussing

he or she is well enough.

nurse can explain them to you when they

• Crying

Kangaroo care is a comforting way of

are done.

• Not making eye contact

holding babies. Ask your nurse to help

• Holding arms out straight

you hold your baby this way. Some par-

Eye exam: – A look at the blood vessels

• Spreading out fingers and toes

ents find it easy to touch and cuddle their

in the back of your baby’s eyes to see how

baby; some do not. It is normal to feel anx-

they are doing as they mature.

This does not mean that you cannot touch

ious about touching your baby. The nurse

or talk to your baby at all. It is import-

can teach you how to touch your baby in

Hearing test: – A test using sound to

ant that you do touch your baby.

a soothing way. When your baby is well

check your baby’s hearing.

Your baby wants and needs this from you.

enough, you can do things such as mouth

The staff in the NICU will help you to learn

care, diaper changes, and bathing.

Pictures tests:– There are a variety of

how to tell when your baby is ready to

ways to take pictures of the inside of your

hear your voice or feel your touch.

baby’s body. These include:

Important

Tests to expect

- X-rays- the most common ones are done
to look at the lungs.

Almost all babies can handle gentle, firm

Your baby may have some or more of the

- Ultrasounds – the most common ones

touch given to them by their parents.

following tests:

are done to look at the brain or belly.

Often this can help to calm a baby. They

Most premature babies will have an ultra-

do not like as much touching as a healthy

Blood tests:– Your baby’s blood can be

sound of their brain when they are one

term baby.

tested for many things that tell them how

week old or sooner.

well he or she is doing. Blood can be taken

- CT Scans – the most common ones are

They also do not like light, tickling motions

from a needle placed in a vein or artery. It

done to look at the brain.

on their body. What works the best is to lay

may also be taken by pricking your baby’s

- MRI Scans – the most common ones are

a hand gently but firmly on the baby’s

heel.

done to look at the brain.

arm or leg, or along their chest or back.

There are some common tests that may

These may happen at any time of the day,

Babies like to be in a tucked or “curled-up”

be done:

and often during the night as well. But

position, like they were in the womb. This

- Blood gases tell them about your baby’s

most often they will performs those tests

calms them.

breathing.

during golden hours.
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Treatments

Your baby may be started on tube feed-

If you choose not to breast feed, or are

ings. A tube is passed through the mouth

unable to, there are safe formulas to feed

or the nose into your baby’s stomach.

your baby. In the hospital your baby may

Tube feedings: Feedings are given

Milk is put through the tube every 2 or 3

be given a special formula, but most

through a small tube passed into one

hours. This is called gavage feeding. The

babies can have regular baby formula

nostril or through the mouth and down

amount will be very small at first and slow-

when they go home. Each type must be

into the stomach. This is called a “naso or

ly increase. As the amount of milk goes up,

mixed exactly the way it says on the can or

oro-gastric tube”.

the amount of TPN goes down.

bottle. If you need help with this you can

•

contact your lactations consultant and/or

Intravenous: An “IV” may be placed

Babies have a need to suck. When they

in one of your baby’s veins. Fluids and

are being tube fed it is important that

nutrition can be given through it. Usually

they learn to relate sucking to feeding

a hand or foot vein is used. A vein in the

(all depends on their corrected age, ask

scalp may be used. If so, this means that

the nurse about this). This is done by

Almost all babies lose weight after birth

a small amount of hair may need to be

giving them a soother during a tube feed.

before they begin to gain weight. This

shaved.

This soother does not prevent your baby

weight loss is usually 5-7% of the baby’s

from sucking on the breast when they are

birth weight. Much of the weight loss is

•

your baby’s doctor.

Gaining weight

Medicines: The most common are

ready. Even if a baby is not getting milk

loss of excess water the baby was born

antibiotics, given to treat an infection.

feedings, it is important that he or she

with.

There are many medicines used to help

learns to suck on a soother, so they can

babies. Your baby’s nurse can tell you

practice to be ready for breast or bottle

Sometimes very sick babies gain weight

about the ones your baby is getting.

feedings they will do later.

in the first few days. This is not real weight

•

gain, it is retention of water. As the baby
• Central Lines: It may not be possible

Breastmilk is the best and many babies

gets better, the baby will lose weight.

to use a regular IV to give your baby the

who have been very sick go home breast-

Most often a baby does not regain birth

fluids and medicine that he or she needs.

feeding!

weight until two or more weeks of age.

A longer line, called a “central line” may
need to be placed. This will stay in place

Breastfeeding is best for the baby because:

and last longer than an IV.
• Breast milk protects your baby from
•

Bladder Catheter: This is a small

infections.

tube that may need to be placed into your

• Breast milk is easier to digest - “human

baby’s bladder. This helps us to see how

milk is meant for humans”.

much urine your baby is making.

• Breastfeeding encourages you and your

You might be a
preemie mom if...

baby to bond.

Feeding the baby

• Breastfeeding ensures lots of skin-to-skin
contact with your baby.
• Breastfeeding is easier for your baby than

If your baby is sick or very tiny, your baby

bottle feeding.

will get nutrition in the IV. At first your

• Premature breast milk is specially

baby may receive mainly sugar water for

designed for the premature bowel - it is

calories. If it appears that your baby will

less irritating to the bowel and decreases

not be able to be fed for a few days, he or

growth of bacteria.

she may be given total parenteral nutri-

• It is easier for your baby to manage the

tion (TPN). With TPN, protein, fat, sugar,

flow of milk from the breast than from the

vitamins and minerals are added to the

bottle.

fluids that the baby receives in the IV. Your

The flow is slower and gives your baby a

baby can get healthy and grow on TPN

chance to pause for breaths. As well, the

alone. As your baby is able to take other

flow of milk stops when the baby stops

feedings, the TPN will be decreased.

sucking on the breast, but with the bottle

YOU GET
EXCITED OVER
DOUBLE CHINS
AND
FAT ROLLS

the flow keeps on.
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This information is about my own experience and a specific hospital, ask the receptionnist of your hospital for
some practical information.

Practical
Stuff

whatever happens we want
you to be as ready as you can
be, and avoid the struggles
we had to go through

Everything you need to know

P

arking: The underground parking is open 24/7.

• Al Manara Pharmacy

When entering the parking you will be given a tick-

• Grocery store

et with your plate number on it. Keep it with you

• Restaurants: Costa café, Sumo sushi, Mr Sub

because as soon as you will want to leave the hospi-

tal you will need to go to the reception desk at the main entrance

Walking distance from the hospital (5min) you can also access the

of the hospital and have it stamped. You will hand it over when

Wafi mall. Just go through Costa café and cross the street.

exiting the parking.

you a spot in the park-

Quiet areas to
rest during the
golden hours:

ing of the hospital.

our best kept secret

Coming before 9am
will almost guarantee

is that the 1st floor of
Outside parking: do

the hospital has very

not forget to pay the

comfy

RTA parking! Can be

plugs to charge your

done via your mobile

phone) and is a very

by sending an sms

quiet place to rest.

seats

(with

to 7275, stating your
license plate, parking

You can also use the

zone and duration of

waiting room in the

parking

5th floor, but the chairs
are not so comfortable

Valet parking: from 7am to 7pm. Currently 25 AED per visit.

and please also bring a jumper as the air condition is usually set to
a quite high level and you do not want to catch a cold.

Commodities around the hospital:
In the building next to the hospital (when you are facing the

Mediclinic City Hospital:

entrance of the hospital, it is the building number 49, on your left)

Phone 1: +971 4 4359999

you will find:

Phone 2: +971 4 4359991
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Restrooms: you will find restrooms in the 5th floor, in the

MEDICATION: Being in the UAE can be challenging some-

waiting room, but having the door opened to access them can be

times, the pharmacies may not have the most efficient processes,

a long term process (you need to go to the nurses’ station at the

and might not manage their medication stocks as smoothly as

end of the corridor and ask them to open the door for you). By the

in other countries. Sometimes they can run out of some medica-

way you will find that the men’s bathroom is usually cleaner than

tions: hopefully they always find a way to borrow some from other

the women’s one, nurses use them all the time, don’t be surprised.

hospitals, other babies or find an alternative medication.

So here are other options: There are 2 bathrooms in the 5th floor
that you can access easily: one is the staff restroom (on the way to

But sometimes they do not find the right medication, in this case

the nurses’ station on your right), the other is in the Assessment

you can also in some rare cases organize medication for your child

room in front of the nurses’ station. Enter the assessment room

from abroad, but normally the hospital will take care.

and the bathroom will be on your left.
But this might come handy for later on also once your little baby
Then you always have the option of using the bathroom in the

is at home.

4th floor, use the stairs to access them (without having to ask the
nurses to open the door) and then to come back up just use the

International Pharmacies can deliver all kind of medication from

elevator. On the way up the staircase is locked on the way in the

abroad. But please check beforehand with this doctors if that

5th floor.

medication that you want to bring is not a controlled medication,
then it can only be sourced from hospitals as this is administered

Prayer rooms: you will find it in the fourth floor. There is also

via Dubai Health Authority (DHA).

a mosque nearby.
Here is the website for International Pharmacy that I used:

Free coffee, tea and water:You will find all this available

http://www.metropolitan-pharmacy.com/en/frankfurt.html

for free at the reception in the fifth floor but also in the 4th and
6th floor. Might come in handy when your favorite type of coffee

Frankfurt Airport - Terminal 1/B, level 2 (Shopping boulevard) -

is not available on the machine in the fifth floor.

Monday to Sunday: 7.00 to 22.00
Terminal 2, level 3 (Shopping plaza) - Monday to Sunday: 7.00 to

Lactation cubicles: Those are dedicated rooms to express

22.00

milk (you can also ask for metallic curtains / mobile screen and
remain near your baby). Hand sanitizers and tissues are provided

Their postal address:

for your use in these rooms. Please do not remove the tubing

Metropolitan Pharmacy - Postfach 151/134 - D-60549 Frankfurt/

connected to the pump as these are for the use of all mums. Once

Flughafen - Germany

you have finished pumping, the pump sets can be handed to the

Tel.: +49(0)69/695 807-0 - Fax: +49(0)69/695 807-16 - E-Mail:FRA@

nurses for sterilizing before your next use. Remote controls for the

metropolitan-pharmacy.com

TV’s in the rooms are available at the reception.
When pumping at home: After pumping, rinse all the parts of the

Please send them your prescription via email, call them and dis-

pump with hot water and soap. Afterwards sterilize them in a ster-

cuss what other documents are required from your side. Usually a

ilizer with steam, or boil all the parts for 10 to 15 minutes if you do

delivery would reach within 2 to 3 days up to a week depending

not have a sterilizer. Only the cables do not need to be sterilized.

on the customs clearance process. It would then be delivered via
a UPS to your location needed, all the details need to be provided

Seating in NICU for hours

to the pharmacy which will prepare all the documents.

Being seated in NICU for long hours watching over your precious
baby can be as bad as for your legs as if you were in a plane for

Payment can be done via credit card. In case you need it very

hours? So we advise you to follow the same feet and legs exercises.

urgently you can sometimes approach someone which could take
it in the luggage and then take it with them, this is also an option.
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Logistics and administration

since DHA law states that for premature births the minimum
amount allowed should be Dhs 150 000 (as of 2015).

NICU reception desk
Every week the doctors are supposed to write an official report

If you have a company based insurance, contact the HR of your

about your baby’s case. It’s a three pages document detailing the

company and ask for their assurance.

condition of your baby, diagnosis, the procedures, medications

If you have a personal insurance, it can get trickier… but you have

given and estimated length of stay. They usually do it for insurance

DHA to help if needed. If you feel like your insurance should pay

purposes or for second opinions. Do not hesitate every week to

more than what they are willing to, contact them. They will get in

ask for the updated official report, it will help you track the evolu-

touch with your insurance and settle the matter in around 10 days.

tion of your baby’s condition.
They will not send it to you by email, they will only give you hand

Here is the website of the Health regulation Department of DHA

out prints.

where you can do the claim online, without any fees at all:

Every time there is an X-Ray, CT scan or MRI done, you can request

h t t p s : / / e s e r v i c e s . i a . g o v. a e / W i r e s t o r m / Pa g e s / R e n d e r.

to have a CD engraved with the images. Either they will give it to

a s px ? p a g e = Co m p l a i n t s & l ayo u t = N e w A n o ny m o u s Co m -

you directly or they will ask you to go take it from the Radiology

plaint&lang=en&th=defualt&fs=1

department located in the ground floor. Remember that this
department closes at 3h30pm.

In case you do not receive any news about your complaint, do not
hesitate to contact:

Billing department:

• regulation@dha.gov.ae

Timings: from 9h to 8pm

• Phones for any complaint:

Location: 4th floor

600 522 004

(Again this information might not be the same for your

+971 4 236 4691

own hospital, please check with them).

+971 50 141 7337
+971 50 815 8110

When you need to ask something from the billing department,

+971 4 251 7897

make sure you have the MRN number that you will find on the
stickers they hand you for labeling your breast milk bottles. You

You can also submit your claim on http://ipromes.eclaimlink.ae/

can also find this on the binder and all documents related to your
baby.

In any case you also have support within the hospital: call the

This number will help them find your information way faster than

case manager and set up a meeting to help you find out why your

with your name.

insurance is making your life more difficult.

Case manager
Ask the NICU reception for the contact details of the case manager. She advises on cases in the event that you may need financial
or emotional support, she can put you in touch with the relevant
people, she is usually assigned to long term cases.

Insurance issues
Your insurance will try to tell you that there is a sublimit within the
policy or that they do not cover congenital or premature births…
but most of them end up paying.
If there is really a sublimit on your master policy, check if it is of
Dhs 150 000, because if it is less you have already won your case
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preemie mom: someone
who is capable of so much
strength, endurance, courage and commitment
than you would ever think
possible.”

YOU MIGHT BE A PREEMIE MOM IF...
Your hands are dry and cracked from
all the washing and sanitizing you do.

Birth certificate and notification: One option is the use

Death in the NICU – the process

of a company, Baby Steps, who arranges your baby’s birth certifi-

Unfortunately not all kids in NICU will make it. Their immune sys-

cate. They also sort out the Arabic and English versions of the birth

tems are too weak to survive all the different infections. Usually

certificate and can also assist with baby passports and visa. See

you only receive a call from NICU when your baby is critical.

link below for updated prices and information.
http://www.babystepsdubai.com/

• You will receive a call from NICU to come to the hospital as your

You have 4 months to do the resident visa of your baby since the

baby is very critical and they are not sure if your baby is going to

day they were born.

make it. Just a short note, not all calls are life threatening, based on
an agreement with DHA, NICU also needs to call if a consent for a

What you should know about the laws in UAE

blood transfusion is required on short notice.

• Breastmilk banks are not legal in UAE: Breast milk has a special

• You enter the hospital and the hospital staff and the doctor will

function in Islamic culture. If a “stranger” baby drinks 5 full feeds

advise you about the situation of your baby and what other steps

from the same lady, then that lady and her own baby she was

are still available if there are any

nursing at that time become “milk-relatives” to the other baby.

• Once your baby is dying, they will ask you if you want to sit next

When grown up, that child cannot marry the lady’s own baby,

to the bed side, then usually they will hand over the little one and

and furthermore, the “milk-mother” can claim obligations to be

they can pass away in your arms.

treated like a family member, and even inherit from the “stranger”

• If your baby has already died, then they will prepare the baby,

child’s estate. This is the only reason why “breast milk” banks are

clean, remove the tubes and so on and will bring you in a separate

not popular.

room where you will have time to say goodbye to your baby.

But: there is a website and Facebook page called Human Milk for

• After you said good bye to your kid, the nursing director will

Human Babies. It is a network of online regional chapters facili-

advise you on the next formal steps that need to be done: they

tating access to human milk for human babies and children. The

will provide you with the contacts of agency which can do all the

chapters provide a commerce-free space where women can share

steps for you which takes two or three days in total which is worth

their milk in a safe, ethical manner and where families can make

doing, as it reduces the stress as you will be in shock and will have

informed choices.

no energy for organizing that by yourself.

Website http://www.hm4hb.net/. The UAE Facebook page is

• You can keep your baby in the hospital ward for some time (max

http://www.facebook.com/HM4HBUAE

2 weeks) in case you do not want to start organizing the funeral
right away, then you need to decide also where you want to do the

• Breastfeeding: The Emirates’ Federal National Council has

funeral, either in Dubai or back home.

passed a clause, part of their new Child Rights Law, requiring new

• If you want to repatriate then you need organizing the embalm-

moms to breastfeed their babies for two full years, The National

ment and some necessary documents, all the documents need to

reports. Now, men can sue their wives if they don’t breastfeed.

be sent to the ministry, police and embassy.

According to the National, there was a “marathon debate” over

• On the day of the repatriation you can go on the flight to accom-

the legislation, but it was ultimately decided that it is every child’s

pany your baby or you can also do it with an unaccompanied

right to be breastfed. However, not all new moms are able to

flight in case you have another baby in the hospital as we had.

nurse. In those instances, if a woman is prohibited by health rea-

All in all, that process is painful but does not take long and in ret-

sons, the council will provide a wet nurse to her.

rospective, I would always recommend to use a service as they are
experts and have dealt with similar cases previously.

• Palliative care is illegal in the UAE. If, God forbids, your baby is
in tremendous pain and has a chance to live a life of agony (no
motor skills, very severe neurological damages), the doctors will
only perform life-saving procedures. The only option you will then
have is to transfer your baby to your home country to proceed
with palliative care.
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Common problems
a premature baby is most likely
to be subjected to...

R

espiratory Problems
Respiratory or breathing problems are the most
common reasons babies are admitted to the NICU.
Full term infants may have difficulty transitioning

from being inside the mother’s uterus where the lungs are fluid
filled, to after birth being air filled. The baby may need more time
to clear this fluid from the lungs, and may breathe faster or harder
to do this. This is call transient tachypnea of the newborn or TTN.
If this happens your baby needs to be watched more closely and
may need some help with breathing in the NICU. Sometimes a
possible infection in the uterus or from delivery may affect the
baby and might cause breathing problems, too.

When it comes to
preemies
every day counts.
It’s not a
countdown...
It’s a

Count-up!

Premature babies may have similar problems that the full term
baby has but might also have lungs that are not fully mature.
Lungs that are not fully developed lack a substance called surfactant. This makes them stiffer and they can not do their job of
exchanging the oxygen from the air for the carbon dioxide in the
body as well as mature lungs. This is called respiratory distress
syndrome or RDS. The doctors may give a manufactured surfactant replacement treatment. This treatment requires intubation
and a ventilator.
Immediately after birth, it is not always possible to determine
what is causing the baby to need breathing support, so your baby
will need to be carefully watched and evaluated for the cause.
The medical team will need to evaluate and treat these breathing
problems by obtaining chest x-rays; blood tests to find out about
infections, oxygen-carbon dioxide exchange, and blood counts;
placing intravenous or umbilical catheters; or by giving your baby
oxygen through a ventilator, nasal CPAP or cannula. If the baby
needs to be placed on a ventilator, an endotracheal tube will be
placed into the mouth or nose down into the trachea or windpipe.
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When a baby is intubated, they cannot make any noise when they
cry because the tube passes between the vocal cords.

baby characteristics

When the baby is discharged they are more susceptible to getting congested, especially with the AC after NICU being such a

Premature babies have certain physical characteristics that are

sterile environment. If you feel the need bring them to A&E to

different from babies born closer to term. As the babies get older

get checked out, be aware that you might be there a while when

or mature, these distinct characteristics begin to disappear, and

you take into account the waiting time and also the time that you

the babies begin to develop full-term characteristics. A few more

might have to wait for the pharmacy.

noticeable features of premature babies are:

Infections

• Little body fat and look very thin

If infection is suspected at the time of admission, a number of

• Loose skin that may be covered with fine hair or lanugo

tests will be performed. Blood samples will be sent for compete

• Skin may appear red regardless of ethnic background

blood count. Blood and urine may also be sent for culture, and if

• Ribs and blood vessels can be easily seen

indicated a lumbar puncture to send spinal fluid for culture. The

• Arms and legs may be outstretched and appear limp due to lack

baby may also be started on antibiotics and would then need an

of muscle tone

intravenous line.

• The head and face tend to look long or big and out of proportion
with the rest of the body

Other
Your baby may have other medical needs that require admission

Full term babies may also require special medical attention and

to the NICU. The neonatologist or other healthcare team member

assistance with advanced medical technology in the NICU. These

will discuss these specific conditions with you.

full term infants will look more like what you would expect of a
newly born baby. They even look larger than you expected if other
smaller premature infants are near them in the room.
Source: https://www.metrohealth.org/upload/docs/medical%20
services/neonatology/parents%20handbook.pdf

Support group
www.facebook.com/PreemieParentingDubai

Samaiya Sakrani with
her daughter Rania

Support groups have forged a network of families required treatment for chronic lung disease and
to help cope with the heartbreak of watching bleeding on the brain.
infants battle life-threatening conditions in hospital.
She went home with an oxygen tank, then returned
to hospital for eye surgery.
Mothers reach out to each other for advice on
how to deal with the problems faced by prema- Parents needed to know the complications a baby
ture babies – preemies – to talk about upcoming could suffer, the high expenses involved and the
surgery, or simply for a shoulder to lean on.
depression they may grapple with, said Ms Sakrani,
who started Preemie Parenting – Dubai, a Facebook
“I get several calls or messages from people who and WhatsApp-based support group.
are worried their child is not making progress
or is having trouble breathing. They want to “The first year is really tough. Your child is out of
know what to do,” said Samaiya Sakrani, whose intensive care. You are emotionally pretty depressed
daughter Rania Fahad was born at 26 weeks and because you have gone through a hard time. If you
weighed 900 grams.
keep it all in and say, ‘Everything is OK,’ you break
down inside.
“Early intervention is important, and families
need more emotional support.
“Once I started talking to others and accepting that
we did go through a hard time, it gave me strength.”
“We need to create awareness that there are people willing to help. It’s a whole world out there Over time, Rania has grown stronger. Petite at four
that you have no idea about until you’re in it.”
years, her voice is still soft from being on the ventilator for nine weeks, but her mother describes her as
Rania, now 4, was in intensive care for 113 days, “perfectly fine physically and emotionally”.
on a ventilator for more than two months and
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questions
& answers
What websites are usefull for a preemie mom?

baby has respiratory problems in NICU then there is a chance that

www.smallandmightybabies.com

they will get congested once they are discharged.

www.facebook.com/PreemieParentingDubai
www.Handtohold.org

You will normally get a CPR training as it is essential for you to

www.preemiebabies101.com

know what to do if its airways are blocked for any reason. Our

www.bliss.org.uk

advice is to share the CPR leaflet to everybody around you (rela-

www.nicudubai.wordpress.com

tives, maids, nurses, etc).

What happens the day YOU get discharged (you
not your baby)

What is ROP?

Before being discharged you should receive the visit of a lacta-

babies born less than 31 weeks of gestation and weighing less

tion consultant and physiotherapist (for the reeducation of your

than 1250g, however, not all babies develop ROP.

Retinopathy of prematurity is an eye disorder affecting premature

perinea). If you did not, do not hesitate to request it. These professionals will be the ones that will be able to explain to you anything

ROP is classified in 5 stages ranging from mild (stage 1) to severe

you want to know about lactation (how to pump, how to massage

(stage 5) and occurs when abnormal blood vessels grow and

your breasts, how to enhance milk production, when to know

spread throughout the retina, the tissue that lines the back of the

there might be an infection) and about post-delivery exercises

eye. These abnormal blood vessels are fragile and can leak, scar-

and reeducation (what to do when you are still in pain and want

ring the retina and pulling it out of position. This causes a retinal

to cough, what to do if swollen feet, etc).

detachment, which may lead to visual impairment.

Also ensure that you are seen by the gynecologist before you are
discharged to ensure that you are checked over. There is a list on

The most effective treatments for ROP are laser therapy or cryo-

the wall in your ward room.

therapy. Laser therapy “burns away” the periphery of the retina,
which has no normal blood vessels. With cryotherapy, physicians

Your baby is discharged, what happens?

use an instrument that generates freezing temperatures to briefly

You will normally be told the day before that your baby is ready

touch spots on the surface of the eye that overlie the periphery

to be discharged. Depending on the time of day it might be less

of the retina. Both laser treatment and cryotherapy destroy the

than 24 hours’ notice. Concentrate on the baby and do not stress

peripheral areas of the retina, slowing or reversing the abnor-

over having everything ready at home. Just have the essentials,

mal growth of blood vessels. Unfortunately, the treatments also

depending on how long your baby has been in NICU you might

destroy some side vision. This is done to save the most important

be completely exhausted and you want to keep as much of your

part of our sight the sharp, central vision we need for “straight

energy as possible.

ahead” activities such as reading, sewing, and driving.

There is a discharge list but currently it is only verbal so ensure

While ROP treatment decreases the chances for vision loss, it does

that everything has been done and requested.

not always prevent it.

Medication may take a while as the pharmacy is extremely busy.
This will delay the final bill for insurance purposes.

Before surgery your baby will be intubated and anaesthetised. The
surgery usually lasts about 3 – 4 hours, which can be nerve wreck-

The baby needs to leave the unit in a car seat and depending on

ing for us very nervous parents but our babies are in very good

the age of the baby they will do a car seat test to ensure that your

hands. After surgery, baby is moved back to NICU where they may

baby is well enough to sit in it.

still be quite sedated, it could take a few hours to a day before they
are once again fully alert.

If for any reason the baby needs to come back into hospital and if
required they would be admitted to the pediatric ward. They will
still have all the notes from the time your baby was in NICU. If your
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What does it mean to have twins in NICU

When baby is 31 weeks and more, you can introduce the pacifier.

Having two babies in NICU can be overwhelming and nerve

Ask for it from the nurses. Place your finger inside it and move it

wrecking at times but know that you are never alone and always

inside and out of the mouth of your baby. It will help them learn

ask a nurse or doctor if you are ever in doubt of anything. Talking

how to suck. You can also use it while your baby is feeding with

to other mums in the same position as you helps to relieve some

the NGT (Naso gastric tube) or MGT (Mouth gastric tube) so that

of the stress.

he associates the feeling of a full stomach with sucking. If the

Don’t stress about not being able to produce enough milk for

sucking is not in place yet you can stimulate the baby by massag-

both babies. Your milk supply may take some time before it reach-

ing the chin or the cheek. Ask the nurses about it.

es the full amount, in the interim, there is the option of starting
your baby on formula or half expressed breast milk and half for-

Skin to skin cuddles: those are the best moments you can have

mula. The drs will talk to you about the most appropriate feeding

with your baby. Try to wear large tops so that the baby can be

regimen depending on babies nutritional requirements.

snuggled under it easily with the tubes.

Don’t push yourself to do too much, immediately after birth you
need time to recuperate and rest as much as possible. The nurses

FOR FUN / CRAFTERS

are trained to take care of your babies so relax and a bit and trust

In need of collecting souvenirs to make a baby’s book? Here is a

in them.

list of what you can ask from the nurses:
- The foot prints of your baby (those were taken on the day the

When to do the check up with the gynecologist

baby was born)

Usually your gynecologist will ask you to see them in about 2

- The little googles / eye wear that they use when having photo-

weeks to check on wound healing in the event of a C-section and

therapy treatment

then again in 4 to 6 weeks’ time. If you develop a fever, vomiting,

- The first pacifier

pain or any unexplained symptoms, please see them immediately

- The first little syringe containing the first milk the baby ate (you

as it could be signs of a possible infection. Bleeding may last

need to clean it of course)

between 4-8 weeks.

- The first unused and clean diaper (they are so tiny and cute)

List of shops where to buy premies clothes

What is NEC?

• Mothercare (various locations) stocks “ Early Baby” and “Tiny

Necrotising enterocolitis is a condition where tissues in the intes-

Baby” but online there are more options with the smallest size

tine become inflamed and may lead to perforation (hole) thereby

being “3lb Premature”

allowing the contents of the intestine to leak into the abdomen

• Petit Bateau in Dubai Mall has a small selection of the premature

leading to infection. NEC may be caused by:

sizes

• an underdeveloped intestine

• Lollypop Little in Dubai Mall stocks a selection of Kissy Kissy

• too little oxygen or blood flow to the intestine at birth

clothing in premature sizes

• injury to the intestinal lining

• Carter’s in Mall of the Emirates have a newborn range which is a

• heavy growth of bacteria in the intestine that erodes the intes-

very small fitting (2.2kg - 3.6kg). The premature range is available

tinal wall

online for up to 2.26kg in weight

• formula feeding (babies who are breastfed have a lower risk of

• Obaibi in Mall of the Emirates and Dubai Mall have a 00 and 0

developing NEC)

month sizing. The stock and selection is limited

Often NEC can be treated without surgery by the use of antibiot-

• Just Kidding stock a brand called Kushies which offer premature

ics, resting the bowel and intravenous feeding. This resting period

baby sizing

may vary from a few days to about two weeks. When oral feeds

• Babyshop has a preemie range of clothes, within budget ranges

resume, small amounts of milk may be given at first to make sure
that your babies gut is able to digest the milk. Once tolerated, the

There is a more thorough list available on Small and Mighty Babies

amount of feeds may then be quickly increased.

for preemie clothes.

What is PDA?
PREPARE FOR THE SMALL VICTORIES

Patent Ductus Arteriosis is a heart condition that occurs soon

When your baby’s umbilical cord stump falls out, your baby is a

after birth whereby abnormal blood flow occurs between two of

grown up already! That’s great. The nurses will normally put it in a

the major arteries connected to the heart. Within minutes or up

plastic bag for you to dispose of it as you want. In some cultures

to a few days after birth, the PDA is supposed to close as part of

they keep it as a talisman, put it in the soil under a tree for prosper-

the normal changes occurring in the baby’s circulation. In some

ity and luck or just put it in the bin. It is your choice.

babies, however, the PDA remains open, which may cause a strain
on the heart and increase blood pressure in the lung arteries.
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In most cases the PDA closes a few days after birth and the strat-

What is CLD?

egy is then to carefully control fluids to prevent excessive blood

Chronic lung disease is a term used to describe respiratory prob-

flow to the lungs while ensuring enough blood flow to the vital

lems in premature babies. It results from lung injury from the use

organs. Sometimes when the PDA doesn’t close on its own, medi-

of a mechanical ventilator and extra oxygen for breathing. With

cation is needed. Brufen is usually administered within the first 10

injury, the tissues become inflamed and can break down causing

to 14 days of life to close the PDA.

scarring, this scarring could result in breathing difficulties and
increased oxygen requirements. CLD is usually diagnosed when

If drug therapy fails, then surgical ligation is needed to close the

a premature baby with respiratory problems requires additional

PDA. It is a low risk surgery that involves an incision made on the

oxygen after reaching 28 days of age. CLD is a long term condition

upper left side of the back area. A catheter is inserted between

and some babies may require mechanical ventilation for several

the ribs and the PDA is ligated. Recovery time is quick and usually

months. The condition improves as babies grow and their lungs

absorbable stitches may be used. Baby will be intubated and very

develop.

sedated after surgery. The size of the incision may be longer than
anticipated but it is superficial and will fade as baby grows.

... following Samaiya’s letter
Plain and simple: the NICU is traumatic. All of the uncertainties, the obstacles your child faces, the pain, the statistics--- it all takes it’s toll. But you will emerge. You will find a hidden strength that you never knew you had. And
you’ll see the strength of your child. You’ll grow amazed and proud of them as you watch them win their battles.

As you navigate these new waters...
...Don’t be afraid to speak up and speak out. Find your voice and share your feelings and concerns.
...Allow yourself the opportunity to correct others who may misjudge your fears of the future as an inability to
appreciate the miracle of your child.
...Grieve. Lots of things have been lost along the way- a normal pregnancy, a normal birth, a normal departure
from the hospital... the list goes on and on. Grieve it all. You’re experiencing loss, a huge, unimaginable loss.
...Know that you can’t prepare yourself for the future (after all, no one can predict it) and force yourself to stay
in the present. Deal with the hurdles of the day.
...But when your mind does start to ask the “what ifs” about the future (and it will), when you start to doubt the
path you’re on, don’t beat yourself up for it. Face those “what ifs” with courage and know that the strength you’re
discovering will emerge as you face each and every new trial.
...Remember that it is your child, and NOT statistics, will determine his/her course (these stubborn NICU babies
rarely follow the predicted path).
...And finally, know that you’re not alone. Some of the most therapeutic times are found in the NICU when moms
begin to connect. Share stories with each other. As you begin talking, you’ll likely find that these women who you
thought were so different from you, have now become the only ones who understand your heart. Don’t be afraid
to talk to them. Chances are, they’ll appreciate knowing that they’re not the only ones feeling this way either.
This journey that you’re on, it’s a battle. It’s likely to take some turns. You’ll make advances and retreats.
Sometimes it will feel like you haven’t left the trenches in weeks. But you will emerge. You will make it. The battle
will end. And one day, you’ll look back on this time and it will be a blur. A new normal will emerge, you’ll begin to
find happiness and good times again and you’ll look on your scars knowing that each one represents something
you have conquered.

Samaiya’s letter to all new NICU moms is a treasure of pure kindness and love. She has a facebook
page: www.facebook.com/PreemieParentingDubai. Do not hesitate to call her: 050 595 6074.
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Supporting

Your husband
Being a father is usually and exciting and happy experience but

deal with it is to attend to the doctors round and get your questions

when it starts too soon with a preterm delivery, it can change

answered there because then you know better what to further

to a frightening, life threatening and overwhelming experience.

research and you understand better the situation of your baby.

Considering all that the dad plays a very important role from the
beginning. They witness the delivery, talk to the medical team for

Sometimes the answers may not be satisfying but at least you got

the first updates about the baby. The mom is still waking up or

some answer which will put your mind at ease for the time being.

maybe too weak to visit the baby yet. Also for the Moms it takes

You will learn to “Take it Day by Day” and also “To see the positives

some time to realize everything as most Moms are in either shock or

of every day because that will help you through the day.

are still well protected by the hormones still. I remember me coming

Otherwise try to get some time off from NICU. You are not a robot,

back from the hospital with empty car seats bursting in tears.

even if you wanted and I remember us saying, we can stay here for
24 hours but then you are so tired you nearly fall asleep in front of

Men try to be protective and strong but they are very vulnerable

the incubator sometimes. So you need to distract and get some

and emotional as well even though they don’t always show or even

normality back in your life. For the husband usually going back to

want to talk about it. They worry about their wife and her as well

work but try to fit in some update from the doctor or visit during

as the health of the baby. They show this in different ways, they

the morning or evening hours, that makes you feel you are still part

ask you how you are several times, want to buy flowers for you or

of it and you don’t worry too much as you know what is happening.

even start cooking food for you. They calm you down when you just
start crying for no reason. They support in so many ways as they

Some more distraction is to try to come back to some part of

are usually more and realistic and tend to quieten the situation and

normality which means to go out with friends, go for a massage,

bring it to perspective again. I was encouraged so many times about

do whatever you feel is good for you and helps you. During the

breastfeeding, what to eat, to go rest and sleep and was asked what

stay I would also recommend to get some support from family and

my favorite meal was. I still remember when I had no milk and he

friends with a cooked meal, a nice chat as this helps you digest the

said just keep going, it will come and he was so right.

whole stress.

But because they are in a very supportive role, they need support

For us it helped also to pray, I know not everyone is religious but

themselves as well. This is especially the case because they perform

definitely you keep hoping and rethink how the day was and how

various roles being a caring father, being a loving husband, and

far you already came which helps you hang in there. You become

being an employee still who needs to balance the stay in NICU. So I

very grateful and become more sensitive about yourself, your baby,

would recommend taking some time during the day to go through

your wife as well as of live in general as you have seen the ups and

the day together and listen to each other, even if sometimes there

downs in NICU. But it bonds you and you friends, maybe even some

is no big talking involved but you feel understood and you will start

new friends closer together and you learn to celebrate the successes

talking when you will ready for it. My doctor always said “Go with

even when they are very small and even if it is just hearing “Your

the flow”. This sounded really stupid but was very true as some days

Baby is having a good day today”. Celebrate those successes and try

were really difficult and didn’t seem to end whereas others were

to keep your humor and laugh in between. Please remember that

just flying because there was so much happening. That’s why try

you can’t control everything that happens in your life but you can

to get involved in the care of your baby, mainly through kangaroo

change your perspective and influence and move the things which

care which is good also for the fathers. It connects them so deeply

are under your control.

and releases a lot of stress. Later on also nappy changing as well as
feeding make you feel connect to your baby and understand better.

A preemie mom appreciating the support of his husband through-

This is really important as it bonds and connects you with your baby

out the NICU stay

and helps you overcome your fear and uncertainties.

						

Sylvia, mom of Sophie and Lars

Still you will have a lot of uncertainties and questions that bother

& very proud wife

you. Some days you will just spend hours and hour googling all
different things and then you are more worried and concerned then
before. As men try to control the situation usually , the best way to
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Welcoming

your baby at home

Making plans to take your baby
home

formula, nappies, medicine etc. as you will

a brick(s)/magazines on one end of the bed to

be sleep deprived and it will help you to

a 30⁰ angle. Fingers crossed it stops quickly but

You want everything to be perfect for

function.

it might continue until they start eating solids.

The main thing to remember is not to

Routine

Another helpful solution is tummy time. You can

stress the small stuff. Do not put more on

As every baby is different it is not possible

use your breastfeeding support pillow, play mat

your plate than you can handle. The baby

to have the same routine for every baby.

etc. This will help to release any gas and also

will not know any different. All they need

Below you will find some pointers in what

strengthen the neck muscles which they will

is you and being watered and fed. Lean

to incorporate throughout the day.

need to get to the next stage of crawling. If you

when you bring your precious baby home.

find it difficult to get down on the floor then use

on as many family and friends as you can.
Don’t be afraid to ask for help. Below are a

Sleep will almost be an impossible dream,

the changing mat. Put their arms out as if you

few points you may want to consider:

but try to take as much of a nap as pos-

would be doing a press up but support their

sible. You may be house proud but you

neck. You can increase the timings gradually.

AC deep cleaning: the air in NICU

need to think of yourself as well. Whether

Stop if they get very distressed. Another option

is sterile so the baby might become con-

you breastfeed, pump or both; it is time

is letting them lie on your chest, support their

gested when they get home.

consuming. Try different breastfeeding

back and neck when you move them away from

positions to suit you. You may find that

your chest.

Pest control: if you do this make sure

different positions suit you better depend-

that there is enough time for the chemi-

ing on the time of day. Early morning you

A massage is also very relaxing for the baby

cals to have left your home and also check

might lay on the bed which will allow you

and it also helps their growth. Ensure that if you

that the chemicals will not be harmful to

to rest more and during the day a support

massage the tummy to do it clockwise, as anti-

the baby.

pillow on a chair.

clockwise is harmful as you are going against the

Professional cleaning: this will help

If your baby has colic or reflux then this

to reduce the dust that your baby may

will reduce your sleep time even more.

Make sure that you get a bath time demonstra-

breathe in. Again check the chemicals,

White noise (vacuum cleaner, hair dryer),

tion with your baby, while you are in the hospi-

especially in the baby’s room.

singing, walking and taking them for a

tal. This will be hugely beneficial for you as it can

drive may all help. In between feeding and

be nerve racking. Do not leave it to the last day.

Monitor: this might alleviate the stress

at the end burp them to remove the gas. If

Their silky skin is like a slippery fish, especially

when the baby is sleeping as the monitor

they clutch their chest and move their legs

when you add in the soap. Have everything that

will bleep if the baby does not move. Be

to their chest then this is a good indication

you will need within reaching distance as they

aware that there is a chance that the moni-

that they have colic.

get cold very quickly.

Keep them upright and this will help

Tip: you might find that your baby is not
sleeping the first nights... remember that in
NICU they were used to having lights and
noises all day and most night long... Try to
replicate this atmosphere! Some moms do
turn on the tv on the far corner of baby’s room

natural colon movement.

tor will go off if the baby is in a deep sleep.
This can be scary, especially the first time.

the gas to come out. Supporting their

Ear Thermometer: will give you a

legs when they drawer them up to their

more accurate reading.

tummy will also help. If they are very distressed try putting them over your shoul-

Manuals: Try to read them before you

der as the curve will put more pressure on

bring the baby home as you might find it

the tummy and hopefully release the gas

too overwhelming to process.

more quickly. Think of colic like a pressure
valve, laying them down releases the gas
so they cry and holding them upright clos-

I suggest that you have everything to

es it. Another option is to elevate the bed.

hand for the first night like breast pump,

Either a colic pillow under the mattress or
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with very little sound... It helps... Be creative!

Lydia Kocur-Aziz,

proud mummy of master Henry.

This half pint is our gift from God.

BP, ml, CPAP, HFV, IV,
LP, CSF, NG, OG, TPR,
UAV, ROP, NEC, TPN,
SATS, IVH, ET, PDA,
MRI, RIDS, BPD, EEG,
FTT, EKG, A’s & B’s

Sylvia, mom of Sophie and Lars

If this makes sense to you, you probaly...
Work in the NICU
OR
Are the parent of a PREEMIE!

glossary

nicu

You will hear the following list of
terms throughout your baby’s NICU
stay. We hope this helps you understand a little more about what is
being talked about, but PLEASE ask
questions when you do not understand what is being said about your
baby. We want to help you feel as
comfortable as possible when you
spend time with your baby in the
NICU.
Apnea & bradycardia (A’s & B’s)
Apnea is a temporary pause in breathing. Many times apnea
happens with bradycardia, which is a decrease in heart rate. When

Helping preemie
moms understand the

apnea and bradycardia occur together, it is referred to as A’s & B’s.

Arterial Blood Gas (ABG’s)
An ABG is a test done on a small amount of blood to measure

medical bla bla of

levels, such as oxygen and carbon dioxide. The test results help

the nurses, hospitalist,

receiving.

neonatalogists and

Anemia

doctors around your baby

Aspirate The amount of breast milk or formula remaining in the

the doctors and staff adjust the breathing support the baby is

A condition of having not enough red blood cells in the blood.
stomach from the previous feeding time.
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Bilirubin (Bili)

Heel Stick

When your body breaks down old red blood cells, bilirubin is

A blood sample that is obtained by pricking the baby’s heel.

released. When there is more bilirubin than normal, jaundice or
a yellowing of the skin occurs. Then phototherapy is necessary.

Hyperalimentation (Hyeral)
An intravenous solution that provides supplemental nutrition.

Cardiorespiratory Monitor
A machine used to display the heart rate, respiratory rate, blood

Isolette / Incubator

pressure, and oxygen saturation. All babies will have respiratory

An enclosed bed that can provide warmth or temperature control.

and heart rates monitored, but depending on the baby’s condition other things may not be monitored.

Intravenous line or catheter (IV)
A way to give fluids and nutrition through a hollow tube or cathe-

CBC (complete blood count)

ter into a vein, arm, leg, or head (scalp vein).

This is a laboratory test done to determine the number of red
blood cells and white blood cells in the baby’s blood. The results

Intubation

will assist in evaluating the presence of infection.

A procedure to insert an endotracheal (ET tube) through the
mouth into the trachea ( windpipe).

Central Venous Line
A catheter used to give fluids and nutrition that has been insert-

Jaundice

ed into a larger vein closer to the heart usually in the chest.

The yellow color of the skin that appears when there is a high

Sometimes called central venous catheter or Broviac (one type of

amount of bilirubin in the blood.

catheter used). Used for a long term, stable means of IV therapy.

Leeds
Chest tube

Small patches placed on the baby’s chest that connect wires to

A small tube placed between the ribs through the chest wall and

the cardiorespiratory monitor that shows heart rate and breathing

connected to a suction device used to treat a pneumothorax (col-

rate. These may also be called electrodes.

lapsed lung) or after some surgeries.

LP (lumbar puncture)
Chest X-ray

A procedure where a spinal needle is inserted in between two

An x-ray picture taken of the chest area.

lumbar vertebrae in the lower portion of the back to obtain a sample of spinal fluid. This is similar to an epidural or spinal.

ET tube (Endotracheal Tube)
A flexible tube placed in the mouth and down the trachea (wind-

Meconium

pipe) connected to a breathing machine that helps the baby

Your baby’s first stool. It is very dark green or almost black, and

breathe.

usually sticky.

Extubate

Nasal CPAP (Continuous Positive Airway
Pressure)

To remove the endotracheal tube.

A way to give oxygen and pressure through small prongs that

Gavage feeding (NG or tube feeding)

fit into the nose. The extra pressure helps your baby’s lungs and

A way to feed babies who are not able to go to breast or take

makes it easier for him/her to breathe on his own

feedings by mouth. A very small soft tube is put into the mouth or
nose and passed into the stomach.

NEC (Necrotizing Entercolitis)
An infection in the intestines or lower gastrointestinal tract (GI

Gestational age (post-conceptual age)

tract).

Baby’s age from the day you became pregnant or date of conception to the date of delivery. A full-term infant has a gestational age

Neonate

of 38-40 weeks.

A newborn infant.

Guiac Test

NGT or OGT tube (Nasogastric or Orogastric tube)

A test done on stool to detect blood. Hematocrit A blood test to

A very small flexible tube passed into the stomach through the

measure the number of red blood cells.

nose (NG) or mouth (OG) for feedings or to relieve air from the
stomach.
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Percutaneous line (PICC line)

Vital Signs

A long catheter or tube placed into a vein and extends up inside

Refers to body temperature, heart rate, respiratory or breathing

the body to give fluids and nutrition. This type of intravenous

rate and blood pressure.

catheter stays in place longer than a regular IV.
-- Kangaroo Care --

Phototherapy

When intensive care is needed for premature or sick newborns,

A special light used over the baby to help lower the bilirubin level.

bonding can be interrupted because of the separation between

The baby will have his eyes covered when the light is on.

parents and the baby. To help you and your baby bond, we
encourage skin-to-skin holding or what is called Kangaroo Care.

Pneumothorax

With Kangaroo Care, a parent holds the baby in an upright posi-

A condition when air escapes from the baby’s lungs into the chest

tion on their chest.

cavity, which compresses or collapses the lung. Preemie An infant

The baby is dressed only in a diaper to allow skin-to-skin contact.

born before 37 weeks gestation.

A hat may also be used for the baby, as most heat is lost from the
head. The parent then wraps their shirt, or a blanket around the

Pulse oximeter (O2 Sat monitor)

baby to keep the heat between them. It will be easier if a shirt hat

A monitor that measures the amount of oxygen in the blood-

buttons in the front is worn. A privacy screen can also be provided

stream by using a small light sensor wrapped around the baby’s

when holding your baby in Kangaroo Care.

hand or foot.
This simple method of holding allows you, the parent, to be in

Radiant Warmer

touch with your baby. Parents say they feel closer to their baby

An open bed with an overhead heater used to keep the baby

and feel more relaxed caring for their baby. Either parent can hold

warm.

their baby in Kangaroo Care. Many breastfeeding mothers say
they have a greater milk supply after Kangaroo Care, but you do

RDS (Respiratory Distress Syndrome)

not have to be breastfeeding your baby to do Kangaroo Care. The

A condition in the lungs caused by the lack of a substance called

first Kangaroo Care may be for a short time so the nurse can assure

surfactant, usually because of prematurity, making it difficult for

your baby’s temperature, heart rate, and breathing remain stable.

the baby to breathe. Sepsis An infection in the bloodstream.

You can do Kangaroo Care every time you visit or less frequently,
whichever is best for you.

Surfactant
A substance produced by the lungs to help keep them inflated by

How frequently and how long your baby can be held in Kangaroo

reducing surface tension. There is also a manufactured substitute

Care will be determined by how your baby tolerates it. Most

used to treat respiratory distress syndrome in premature infants.

babies do very well and actually have better temperature regulation because the parent’s body automatically adjusts itself to keep

TTN (Transient tacypnea of the newborn)

the baby’s temperature stable. Babies who are held in Kangaroo

Rapid breathing that can occur after birth if fluid that had filled

Care with their parents tend to gain weight faster, sleep longer,

the baby’s lungs before delivery is not absorbed by the body. This

stay warmer, and learn to breastfeed sooner.

usually lasts just a few days.

Umbilical Artery Catheter (UAC)
A small catheter placed into one of the two arteries in the umbilical cord. It can be used to give fluids, allow blood to be drawn, or
for blood pressure to be monitored.

Umbilical Venous Catheter (UVC)
A small catheter placed in the vein of the umbilical cord that is
used to give fluids and nutrition and can be used to draw blood.

Ventilator (Respirator)
A machine used to help support breathing by giving oxygen and
a prescribed number of breaths per minute and a set amount of
pressure.
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CPR

for infants
CPR is designed to support and maintain
Breathing and circulation until docs take over
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Source: https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.cprcertified.com/uploads/archive/CPR_
InfantIG2.pngcertified.com/uploads/archive/CPR_InfantIG2.png/juniper/nicu.shtml

Check if the infant
has a pulse by
placing your index
and middle fingers
on the inside of the
arm, between the
shoulder and elbow.
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Grace’s

success Story

Our miracle twins, Charlie and India, were
born prematurely at 26 weeks gestation.
They certainly had a rough start to life.
India was on life support for 7 weeks,
needed eye surgery and surgery to close
a duct in her heart, caught RSV and was
unable to suck on a bottle.
Charlie had multiple infections, required
6 blood transfusions was not able to
have milk for over 4 weeks. They kept
their mum and dad on their toes.
We say that the best moments in NICU,
like your first hold or finger squeeze, are
the greatest moments of our lives. The
twins came home after 12 and 17 long
weeks.
They are now 7 months old, smiley,
happy babies that bring joy to our lives
every day. We know we are some of
the lucky ones but credit the NICU of
Mediclinic City Hospital and the strength
of our miracle babies for getting to where
we are today.
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Rania

Meera & Naina

Adam & Eyad

Luca

Ela & Alize

Henri

Avir & Shivir

India & Charlie

Lucia

Sophie

Lola

Our
little
fighters
Francisco

Mariana
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Notes

your Story

in memory of Lucia

